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Enhancing Graph Matching Techniques with Ontologies 

Abstract – Ontologies are being used increasingly in 

fusion applications, particularly for higher-level fusion, 

where data must often be understood relationally.  This 

research presents a methodology for utilizing ontologies 

to enhance the process of graph matching in fusion 

applications, particularly those associated with soft data 

(e.g., linguistic data existing in things such as 

intelligence messages).  This paper presents some of the 

considerations and challenges associated with merging 

the technologies of ontologies and graph matching, as 

well as some preliminary research findings that show 

the effectiveness of using ontologies to enhance the 

matching capabilities of target graphs (as relational 

items of interest) against larger data graphs. 

 

Keywords: ontologies, graph matching, OWL, data 

graphs, RDF, information fusion 

 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the use and 

potential effectiveness of ontologies for enhancing graph 

matching capabilities as a particular estimation paradigm  

in information fusion applications.  

The specific research reported on here is the result of 

a U.S. Army Research Laboratory-funded project to 

explore information fusion techniques for observational 

data input couched as “soft” data, meaning in a linguistic 

form [1].  This term has been employed to distinguish this 

type of observational input from the more traditional 

observational data gained from electronic sensors, labeled 

as “hard” data to indicate that it is typically well-calibrated 

and much more specific than the linguistic form.  In most 

fusion applications, advantage is taken of all a priori 

knowledge available in developing the estimation 

processes; often these include some type of behavioral 

model, such as are employed in Kalman Filter algorithms.  

Here, we explore the overt use of ontological knowledge 

that is typically specified a priori, but not necessarily 

directly exploited in the estimation operations.  In the same 

fashion as for the Kalman Filter design, we construct a 

fusion-based estimation process that exploits both the 

observational data and the a priori knowledge embodied in 

the engineered ontology. 

Ontologies are proving to be effective tools for 

capturing and specifying categorical information about 

objects at various levels of granularity, as well as the 

various sorts of relations that hold between them (from 

highly abstract classes of things down to their specific 

instances) [2-4].  Ontologies can be used to model physical 

objects (including their material composition, attributes 

and properties), non-physical or psychological objects 

(e.g., concepts, plans, intentions), temporal events 

(sequential or scattered processes), and relations between 

such items (e.g., logical, causal, dependence, internal, 

external, and intentional kinds of relations) [5-7]. 

Ontologies have a rich historical tradition in the field of 

formal philosophy, but have more recently been used to 

provide organizational structure and common semantics 

for various kinds of computational applications [8-10]. 

 The research presented here provides a novel way to 

utilize ontologies for enhancing graph matching 

techniques that we are employing as one particular 

estimation approach in a variety of information fusion 

applications [11, 12].  In this graphical approach 

(discussed further in Section 4), the first step is to frame 

the observational data into a “data graph” that depicts the 

associated entities (nodes) and inter-entity relations (arcs) 

as reflected in associated observational data.  Next, a set 

of “template” or “target” graphs are specified that reflect a 

set of entities and relations (possibly considered as 

“situations”) of interest for the given application; these are 

usually formed in collaboration with a Subject Matter 

Expert (SME) and should therefore reflect their 

perspectives on a given domain.  In most such 

applications, the methods of graphical science are then 

employed (isomorphism, homeomorphism, etc.) to explore 

whether, and to what degree, any of the template graphs 

can be found in the observational data.  That is, only 

observational data are exploited for this purpose, not any 

definable prior knowledge. 
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Figure 1. System Architecture 

 In the current work, we are exploring methods 

whereby ontologies can provide extended capabilities for 

adding new categories of entities (i.e., nodes) and relations 

(i.e., arcs) to data graphs, which, in turn, can increase the 

overall ability to provide more accurate matches between 

target graphs (patterns of interest to a decision-maker such 

as an intelligence analyst) and large data graphs.   That is, 

we engineer an a priori ontology and also link it 

dynamically in runtime to the observational data graph, 

thereby enhancing the data graph with related a priori 

knowledge. 

 The ontology was manually constructed as a 

component of a larger software architecture that also 

contained the Attensity natural language and text 

extraction processor (both of which output their data as 

RDF triples, which corresponds to free text data contained 

within message streams), and a graph matching system 

that yields a set of ranked hypotheses about whether and to 

what degree the relationships of interest (i.e. target graphs) 

are implied by the observational data (data graph). (see 

Fig. 1).   

 This paper will focus on some of the challenges 

discovered when constructing and merging these 

technologies, as well as provide some preliminary results 

gained from their interaction.  In doing so, we will 

highlight some of the  methodological issues associated 

with the construction and implementation of ontologies for 

this purpose and,  in conclusion, point to areas of future 

research that are needed to further advance this area of 

investigation. 

  

2 Exploiting instance-level data with 

ontologies 

As stated, this research centered around the fusion of 

“soft” (i.e., linguistic) data taken from intelligence reports.  

Intelligence information, in general, can be generated by 

multiple sources including HUMINT, ELINT, SIGINT, 

etc, any or all of which often supply report data of varied 

fidelity on numerous kinds of entities, gained from varied 

perspectives.  The scope of this paper is limited to 

HUMINT reports only, which were represented by a 

simulated, truthed set of 100 unclassified messages.  The 

overarching goal of the exercise was to determine whether 

an ontologically enhanced data graph, generated primarily 

from the message set, could be used to infer and detect key 

relationships between individual persons, their group 

affiliations and corresponding plots, which was the topic 

of a detailed terrorist-type scenario.  The role of the 

ontology was to provide both a breadth and a depth to the 

content of the messages through the construction of a class 

hierarchy and corresponding set of relationships between 

those items. HUMINT reports often contain a significantly 

large amount of instance level data, meaning they often 

provide information on particular people, places, events, 

and communications at particular time periods.  However, 

HUMINT messages often contain categorical data 

embedded within them (as shown in Fig. 2).   

02/12/07 – Man was seen nervously unloading several boxes from 

vehicle on a side street near the Amiriya bomb shelter in Amiriya.

Categorical Data (Basic Objects, Attributes, 

Locations & Events – Possibly Existing in 

Pre-built Ontologies)

Instance-level Data (Specific Objects, 

Attributes & Events – Not Always Existing in 

Pre-built Ontologies)

02/12/07 – Man was seen nervously unloading several boxes from 

vehicle on a side street near the Amiriya bomb shelter in Amiriya.

Categorical Data (Basic Objects, Attributes, 

Locations & Events – Possibly Existing in 

Pre-built Ontologies)

Instance-level Data (Specific Objects, 

Attributes & Events – Not Always Existing in 

Pre-built Ontologies)
 

Figure 2. Intel Message Showing Instance-Level and 

Categorical Data 

 Figure 2 depicts a typical message which contains 

categorical items such as „man,‟ „vehicle,‟ „boxes,‟ and 

„side street,‟ that point to basic kinds of objects existing as 

sub-classes within the ontology‟s upper-level hierarchy for 
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Spatial Items.  It also contains a process of „unloading,‟ 

which exists as a subclass of Temporal Item in the 

ontology.  “The Amiriya bomb shelter in Amiriya,‟ on the 

other hand, points to a specific building at a specific 

location (with a specific lat-long coordinate), which may 

not exist in a given ontology, but more likely exists in 

another data store (e.g., within a database).  The ontology 

could be used to query a given database (or set of 

databases) in order to ingest this information (if available) 

and classify it as an instance of „building‟ or „structure,‟ 

for example, thereby allowing for further inferences about 

any relationships to that specific item (as depicted in Figs. 

1 and 3). 

 In this way, instance-level data pertaining to specific 

objects or processes can be more effectively understood 

and utilized by the entire system when ingested and 

categorized within the ontology‟s class hierarchy. Utilizing 

the ontology‟s most basic class relations of subsumption 

(is-a) or mereonomy (part-of), for example, can provide a 

means to more easily understand the significance of a 

particular set of instance-level data when the categorical 

nature of that data can be related to other items of interest 

in the domain. 

 One challenge facing the ontologist, therefore, 

involves the extraction and understanding of abstract 

categories and relation-types from large stores of instance-

level data, where important relational information may be 

implicitly provided, but not explicitly stated.  Extraction of 

these relation-types proves to be useful for understanding 

the following items: 

 

 kinds of entities in question  

 patterns of behaviors of individuals 

 relationships of individuals to social organizations 

 modes of communication 

 

An ontology that provides appropriate categories and 

relation-types, in the form of an upper-level schema, can 

provide a means to reason about large amounts of instance-

level data by providing relations between types of things, 

which can show certain trends, in turn, improving on one‟s 

knowledge of a situation and ultimately providing 

improved prediction and reasoning capabilities.   

 One issue of concern for constructing ontologies for 

this purpose is that a good deal of information found in 

intelligence reports is of low quality, meaning it is often 

vague, incomplete, noisy, uncertain or even fallacious.  

The problem of designing ontologies for these kinds of 

applications requires attention be paid to issues of  spatial 

vagueness (e.g., bona fide vs. fiat boundaries), spatial 

granularity (e.g., scales of near/far, large/small, etc.), 

semantic ambiguity (e.g., the term „bank‟ can mean a 

financial institution or the shore of a river or lake), and 

corresponding cognitive biases associated with them (e.g., 

issues of gestalt, perspective, etc.) [14, 15].  While it is a 

matter of conjecture and open research (as discussed in 

[8]), the ontology designed here contained only categories 

that describe asserted facts about the world, meaning that 

the ontology itself was not probabilistic in nature, but 

rather presented an a priori model of the world, which was 

taken as true. 

3 The structure of the ontology 

 The ontology was constructed in accordance with the 

BFO 1.1 upper ontology schema which bifurcates items 

into two distinct, but related sub-ontologies of SNAP 

continuants and SPAN occurrents, representing spatial and 

temporal items, respectively (see Fig. 4) [16].  The BFO 

upper ontology contains basic SNAP categories such as 

Spatial Region, Independent Item (i.e., an item whose 

existence is not predicated on the existence of something 

else), Dependent Item (i.e., attributes/properties of 

Independent Items whose existence does rely on the 

existence of some independent item), and SPAN 

categories such as Processural Entity (i.e., any item which 

exists as a purely temporal process).  The categories of 

SNAP and SPAN are linked to one another via certain 

trans-categorical relations, which can be internal (SNAP-

to-SNAP; SPAN-to-SPAN) or external (SNAP-to-SPAN; 

SPAN-to-SNAP) in nature (see Fig. 4) [17].   

 Internal relations serve to link spatial items such as 

an object and its corresponding attributes, or temporal 

items such as a process and its corresponding sub-

processes such as its initiation and termination.  External 

relations are used to link objects and processes to one 

another by capturing trans-categorical relations such as 

participation (where a SNAP object participates in some 

SPAN process) or involvement (where a SPAN process 

involves some SNAP object in it).   For example, a human 

agent can be understood as a independent spatial entity 

(object), possessing certain dependent attributes (size, 

shape), which occupies a spatial region (location) and 

participates in certain temporal processes such as 

speaking, attacking, or observing.  In this sense, the BFO 

provides a robust, but flexible, upper-ontology schema for 

capturing complex relational items in such as way as to 

allow for proper mereotopological (part-to-whole) 

modeling of different kinds of part-relations (e.g., 

distinctions between spatial parts and temporal parts of 

items).  The authors of [5-7] have argued that these kinds 

of ontological distinctions are tantamount for performing 

higher-level fusion where one is concerned with reasoning 

about the kinds of complex objects and processes 

associated with situations and threats. 

 The BFO upper ontology was used to design an 

OWL-based ontology (constructed in the TopBraid 

Composer tool [13]) that can represent both a priori and a 

posteriori knowledge of the world as RDF triples.  OWL 

provided a flexible description-logic-based language, 

which was sufficient for handling the types of report data 

being processed.  Furthermore, a majority of BFO 

categories can be easily modeled in OWL, allowing for 

our system to possess a sufficient upper-level category 

structure.  The Attensity tool, graph matching software 
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and the ontology could all interface with one another via 

RDF, providing a fast means of transferring data from one 

area of the system to another. 

 The ontology tool itself provides a SPARQL query 

engine that can be used to construct pre-built (or real-time) 

queries of interest, based on user needs gathered from 

intelligence analysts SME‟s. To this point, SPARQL query 

constructs provide the rule set as pre-built queries (as 

opposed to using RuleML or SWRL for more advanced 

rules/constraints).  Fig. 3 provides an example of a query 

for known locations of individuals in the ontology 

(hasLocation relation is queried).  The TopBraid tool also 

utilizes a Pellet reasoning engine to provide inferencing 

capabilities, whereby new sets of RDF triples can be 

generated by the ontology‟s reasoner.  Rule ML or SWRL 

can be utilized for rule generation. 

Prebuilt SPARQL

Queries

hasLocation

Relation

SPARQL

Query

Results

Category

‘Person’

Instances of

‘Person’ (with 

locations)

Prebuilt SPARQL

Queries

hasLocation

Relation

SPARQL

Query

Results

Category

‘Person’

Instances of

‘Person’ (with 

locations)

 
Figure 3. SPARQL Results in Ontology for hasLocation 

Relation 

The SPARQL queries in Fig. 3 and the target graphs (in 

Fig. 1) share a similarity in the sense that both are 

manually constructed from the user perspective of the 

analyst, meaning that both represent patterns of data that 

are of interest for given domains.  SPARQL queries 

represent items of interest within the ontology itself, while 

the target graphs represent similar items of interest within 

the data graph.  A system such as this must take into 

account, as best as possible, the kinds of items about which 

the end user (i.e., analyst or other SME) is interested in 

knowing.  In this manner, both the SPARQL queries as 

well as the target graphs were constructed with the 

analyst‟s information needs in mind.  These information 

needs will necessarily change over time, requiring a built-

in flexibility for modeling the data, so that new queries and 

target graphs can be constructed in real time, which fit 

those changing information needs. 

 One main purpose of the ontology was to construct a 

categorical system that could provide the graph-matching 

tool with added categorical information about high-value 

individuals (HVIs) and their connections to other known 

entities and events (e.g., terrorist organizations/entities, 

weapon types, etc.).  Related to these individuals are 

things such as their spatial locations, their activities such 

as hostage-taking, bomb-making, communications, and 

other forms of asymmetric threat.  Because of the 

complexity associated with capturing all of these related 

items, the scope of the ontology was limited to people, 

organizations, reported bomb-making items, geographic 

locations (as reported), and communications. 

3.1 Specifics of message content extraction 

 The Attensity language processing tool produced a 

set of RDF triples which were internally classified into 

several categories including: Person, Location, 

Nationality, Organization, Weapon, etc., many of which 

were then pre-built into the upper ontology to provide 

consistent matching (see Fig. 4 – highlighted boxes show 

categories already existing in the ontology).  Some of the 

categories provided by the Attensity tool require further 

kinds of manual mapping techniques, since they do not 

represent basic categories found in the upper ontology, but 

rather, they represent relational items such as Number, 

Artifact or Generic, that are captured in the ontology in the 

relations tab (hasNumber, isArtifactOf, isGeneric, etc.).  

 

Spatial Upper Ontology

(SNAP)

Temporal Upper Ontology

(SPAN)

Transcategorical Relations

Attensity Output of Category Labels

(Map to Ontology)(Map to Ontology)
Spatial Upper Ontology

(SNAP)

Temporal Upper Ontology

(SPAN)

Transcategorical Relations

Attensity Output of Category Labels

(Map to Ontology)(Map to Ontology)

 

Figure 4. Mapping of Attensity Categories to the Upper 

BFO Ontology 

 The mapping of the ontology‟s categories with those 

output by the Attensity tool ensures a consistent semantic 

structure, which is tantamount to producing quality 

matches across the entire system.  In this way message 

data coming in from the Attensity tool can be more easily 

categorized within the ontology and, in turn, can provide 

matches of RDF triples for the graph matching algorithm.  

Since the scope of this project was rather small, manual 

mapping did not pose a tremendous challenge, however, 

larger-scale versions of the system will require more 

automated processes, which will pose new challenges to 

this kind of mapping.  Some of these issues will be 

controlled by manual category construction in the upper 

ontology (e.g., between a few dozen Attensity categories 

and BFO), but other domain mappings will require new 
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strategies (manual or automated), which are one focus of 

future research. 

3.2 Utilizing Sub-Ontologies for Domain 

Specificity 

The ontology was designed as a federated model in that it 

contains several segments, which represent various sub-

domains of interest or user perspectives.  Different sub-

ontologies can be either built and stored as files or 

ingested from internet sites and, in turn, can be rapidly 

imported into the TopBraid tool.  For example, sub-

ontologies that exist on the web include: the complete 

upper-level BFO category system located on the BFO site 

while geographic locations are located within a web-based 

Geography Ontology.  Conversely, a specific U.S. Army 

ontology containing people of interest (i.e., those known 

HVI‟s) exist within a proprietary Person Ontology and 

must be imported directly from another computer.  Some 

ontologies, such as those associated with improvised 

explosive devices (IED‟s), may require the construction of 

a sub-ontology that contains a combination of both open 

source and proprietary ontologies.   

  One benefit to this kind of federated ontology model 

is that the sub-ontologies remain relatively small in size, 

they remain focused on particular domains of interest, and 

they can be independently housed, maintained and updated 

without affecting the structure or function of another 

ontology.  In this sense, a sub-ontology, such as a Person 

ontology, which evolves and changes over time based 

upon new information, can be independently maintained 

and be merged with other ontologies at different points in 

time, ultimately allowing for one to have the most up-to-

date information on people available for performing 

inference. Maintaining smaller sub-ontologies does not 

require large amounts of computational power or persistent 

data stores as do larger ontologies (such as the Gene 

Ontology or Protein ontology – two ontologies used widely 

in biomedicine).  Another advantage to a federated 

approach is that different contexts can be defined and 

captured by connecting different sub-ontologies to one 

another, in essence, forming related domains of interest by 

linking together various kinds of elements, processes etc., 

which relate to a particular contextual setting.  This way a 

user or set of users has the capability to re-use and re-

purpose information in numerous kinds of ways, across 

different domains of interest, rather than relying on one 

large monolithic ontology to contain all relevant sub-

domains of interest (as well as instance-level data (i.e., 

particulars) within it).    

 For example, an analyst may be interested in 

knowing which persons are members of which groups.  In 

this case, the analyst could merge a Person Ontology with 

a Terrorist Organization Ontology (underneath a common 

upper ontology such as BFO).  Upon finding relations of 

interest, the analyst may then wish to know if any of those 

individual persons (belonging to a specific organization) 

are related to any reported evidence of proliferation of IED 

materials (by ingesting the IED Ontology).  Or the analyst 

may then wish to dive deeper into the specific components 

of a liquid bomb by merging the previous ontologies with a 

Chemistry Ontology to better understand the chemical 

nature of the IED elements in the reports (see Fig. 5). 

 Aligning sets of federated sub-ontologies can be 

challenging in its own right, however.  Different ontologies 

can contain different labels for the same entities or the 

same labels for entities that should be considered distinct 

from one another.  As an example, Ontology1 may contain 

the category „Object‟, whereas Ontology2 may contain the 

category „Entity‟ in their upper schema.  Furthermore, they 

may contain the sub-category „Vehicle‟ in common. 

However, Ontology1 would generate the RDF triple 

„Vehicle is-a Object,‟ whereas Ontology2 would generate 

the RDF triple „Vehicle is-a Entity,‟ thereby making it 

potentially difficult to merge the ontologies, since there is 

a mis-alignment at their upper levels. 
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Figure 5. Merging of Different Domain Ontologies to 

Provide Added Contextual Information 

 Utilizing a standardized upper ontology schema 

(BFO, DOLCE [18], SUMO [19], or other) as a reference 

ontology can overcome many alignment issues, but the 

construction and utilization of an upper-level reference 

ontology requires that people agree on a certain 

metaphysical framework (e.g., realist vs. conceptualist) 

and corresponding semantic structure.  Absent a reference 

ontology, one can attempt to rely on manual or automated 

alignment of the ontologies, but there are potentially 

serious issues involved in this approach, which include 

things such as:  

 What to do when the sub-ontologies continue to 

change over time, since one would need to 

continuously align new material at a certain 

frequency rate, which would be increasingly 

hard without an overarching upper ontology to 

aid in determining their inter-relationships. 

 Periodically, the relations between sub-

ontologies have to be checked to ensure that 
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proper alignment is taking place.  Consistency 

checking across various sub-ontologies is easier 

to perform with an upper ontology schema in 

place, since a given sub-ontology may be 

internally consistent, but inconsistent in regards 

to another ontology. 

 Without an upper ontology to provide a common 

metaphysical or semantic structure, alignment 

would rest on, in the very least, establishing sets 

of ad hoc rules provided by individual scientists, 

ontologists or system users themselves.  These 

kinds of rules still require a common 

understanding of certain basic metaphysical 

commitments (or at the very least a common 

semantics), considered across the various sub-

ontologies. 

4 Graph matching technique 

  In this project, we used a truncated search tree 

algorithm TruST [20, 21], which is akin to a beam search 

algorithm, in that it is a heuristic search algorithm that is 

an optimization of a best-first search.  Zhang [22] has 

shown that truncated branch-and-bound, as a heuristic, 

gives better results than many other heuristics. TruST is 

based on a similar truncated branch-and-bound approach, 

which works on graphs (see Fig. 6). The search tree is 

developed dynamically during the search and initially 

consists of only the root.  In Fig. 6 at each level a 

(template, data graph) node pair is added to the root to 

form a sub-problem (For E.g. (T1- D3) is added to root  at 

level 1 to form a sub-problem and at level 2 (T5- D2) is 

added to (T1- D3) to develop a new sub-problem). At each 

iteration of this algorithm, a sub-problem is selected for 

exploration from the pool of live sub-problems, using the 

scores of the current match. We use here a strategy which 

is similar to the breadth first search strategy found in the 

literature. 

Root

T -D1 3 T -D1 1 T -D2 17

T -D1 3

T -D3 2

T -D1 3

T -D5 2

T -D1 1

T -D2 2

T -D1 1

T -D2 3

T -D2 17

T -D1 8

T -D2 17

T -D3 5

1 2
k0

1 1 1ki ki ki

 

Figure 6. An example of TruST algorithm 

 In what follows, we consider the branching rule for 

the selected sub-problem. Each sub-problem is developed 

by adding one pair to its parent problem, with topology 

being the most important factor considered in this step. 

Those (template, data graph) node pairs which are 

qualified to be added should be connected respectively to 

at least one template and one data graph node in the parent 

problem. The way in which a newly added template node 

connects with the existing template node must be exactly 

the same as the way that it connects the data graph nodes 

in the corresponding pairs. When a new data graph node is 

added, the score at that level is calculated using the 

average of the scores of all the node pairs and edge pairs 

connecting them at that level.  Thus, as the level increases, 

the new nodes are added and the score is revised in 

correspondence to the new pair score. Note that each sub-

problem at level i (i = 0, 1, 2 ...) has exactly i pairs (one 

data graph node and one template node).  

 After running this algorithm, each branch yields a 

series of matched pairs. Then the data graph nodes in the 

matched pairs form a sub-graph, which is a final match for 

the template. There are a number of such resulting sub-

graphs with various matched values and topologies, 

referred to as leaf nodes.  At each level in the algorithm, 

the best βi leaf nodes are selected.  If any of the leaf nodes 

cannot be extended at level i, then there are no adjacent 

nodes in the data graph corresponding to the template 

graph. So a penalty is added to the node and the tree is 

expanded with some non-adjacent node having a lower 1-

Hop (i.e., one relationship away) neighborhood score. The 

worst-time complexity of full enumeration of the 

algorithm is O (m n
m
), but in terms of user parameters the 

complexity is: O (k0 β
δ
).  

4.1 Linking the ontology to data graphs 

The HUMINT messages are received in time sequence 

and the RDF triples are created accordingly. The 

processed RDF triples are then converted into graphs.  

The individual graphs are then queried in the ontology 

(using SPARQL) to receive peripheral information. The 

graphs formed from the fusion of ontological and message 

data form an enhanced knowledge-enriched data set. 

Similarly at each time instance, an enhanced data set is 

merged with an earlier enhanced data set. This creates a 

recursively-generated enhanced data graph. The process of 

creating enhanced data graphs is shown in Fig. 7. The data 

graph generated at each time instance has additional 

knowledge representation than the prior instance 

enhancing the probability that a good match will be found. 

The enhanced data graph is searched for matches of 

template or target graphs, which are determined, in 

advance, by an analyst possessing the requisite expert 

knowledge of the domain. 

Message 1 Message 2 Message 3

ONTOLOGY

Query

Enhanced data 
graph

Template/Target 
graph

Graph matching  

Figure 7. Enhanced data graph generation 
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4.2 Issues of matching 

 TruST [20, 21] is an inexact matching algorithm. 

The disadvantage is that such methods are not guaranteed 

to yield an optimal solution. However, the achieved sub-

optimal solution is a very good one in most occasions. For 

example, by controlling the truncation parameters, one can 

obtain various efficiency tradeoffs.  

 In TruST, as the size of template and data graph 

nodes increase, more pairs exist as relevant sub-problems, 

and, in turn, more neighboring nodes should then be 

considered. This causes the search tree to grow 

exponentially as it goes deeper. We use a parametric 

mechanism to control the state space growth. For a sub-

problem at level i, we only choose at most ki+1 best child 

sub-problems. However, the search tree still remains very 

large.  For instance, at level i, the number of sub-problems 

is given by k0ki-1, which is extremely large, even if the 

values of k and i are relatively small. Therefore, we 

introduce two additional parameters βi and δ. The 

parameter βi controls the breadth of the search tree, i.e., 

the total number of sub-problems at each level is at most 

βi. The parameter δ controls the depth of the search tree, 

i.e., the search progress stops at level δ with only part of 

the template explored, however, it is preferable to let δ be 

equal to the number of nodes in the template graph for 

complete exploration. 

4.3 Results 

Only limited tests of the system have been run, to date, but 

initial results show promise for the success of this 

technique.  To begin, incoming messages are tagged by 

date and within the date there can be multiple messages, 

shown in the original list in a time-order.  Each message is 

considered to arrive at a separate time instant. The 

messages are parsed and time ordered RDF triples are 

created using the Attensity text extraction software tool. 

The RDF triples contain subjects and objects (as node 

names) while the predicates represent the links or 

relationships between them.  The merged RDF triples are 

called the Data Graph.  The information contained within 

the RDF triples was then queried in the ontology to 

enhance the perspective of the intelligence received from 

various other sources of data (used in the construction of 

the ontology (or merged sub-ontologies)). The 

ontologically enhanced data graphs are referred to as the 

Enhanced Data Graph (see Fig. 1). The super classes in 

the ontology‟s upper level form the attributes for the nodes 

while the lower level instances form the connecting nodes 

in the data graph.  The target graphs are hypotheses of 

situations we wanted to investigate in the enhanced data 

graph.  The target graphs were matched with the enhanced 

data graph, with results provided in the user interface (UI) 

of the matching process as shown in Fig. 8. 

Target 

Graph

Message 

(Enhanced 

Data Graph)

Matches found

 

Figure 8. Graph matching target graph shown in an 

enhanced data graph 

 To check for the viability of the results, the matching 

process was run with and without the ontological 

enhancement. Preliminary tests indicate that the 

ontological enhancement of the data graph found better 

matches (matches with higher matching scores) than using 

the data graph in isolation.  As hypothesized, the matches 

found nodes with information which was not present in the 

original data graph. The attributed data also helped form a 

better match between nodes in the target graph and nodes 

originally present in the data graph.  Further tests of the 

system need to be run in order to provide for conditions 

where: 

 more sub-ontologies are incorporated. 

 more advanced SPARQL queries (and perhaps 

rules) are developed to search for entities of 

interest. 

 varied forms of target graphs are developed (from 

numerous system users - derived from numerous 

perspectives). 

 

5 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, preliminary research shows that our 

initial hypothesis was correct and the utilization of 

ontologies does provide an improved capability for 

producing matches between target graphs and data graphs.  

The addition of new entities and relations found within the 

ontology (existing as nodes and arcs in the data graphs) 

provided for improved matching between items of interest 

(target graphs) and items existing in the message data as 

data graphs.  The methodology implemented here utilizes 

information at both the categorical and instance-level, in 

order to provide reasoning over kinds of things as well as 

specific instances off them. The ontology provides a 

common semantic framework for the entire system 

through the combined use of the BFO upper ontology that 

provides basic relationships between items in abstraction, 

as well as domain-specific ontologies (people, 

organizations, etc.) that provide relations between entities 

at more specific levels of granularity. 
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 Future research will be aimed at merging several 

more domain ontologies together to increase the querying 

and reasoning capabilities of those combined ontologies.  

This will, in turn, provide increased capabilities for graph 

matching across larger sets of categories and numerous 

related domains of interest (e.g., persons of interest, 

geographic locations, group dynamics, bomb-

making/delivery methods, etc.).  Future research will, 

therefore, be aimed at issues associated with the merging 

and ingestion of disparate domain ontologies to build 

sharable and re-usable knowledge bases capable of 

treating various contexts in which an analyst may be 

interested.   
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